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Why are we here?  



What problem do we solve?

Monitoring and control is complex



Betrieb

Market status-quo: Three major hurdles
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a) many actors
b) from 30.000 €
c) 6-9 months to first results

ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM



ENIT Agent: All-in-one solution

Selling hardware / software



FlexibilitySpeed
Both USPs are critical to customers and us

What is unique about it? 



What is unique about it? 

Speed
Customers like it and it reduces our sales costs

1 day 

3 - 6 months

vs.

Real plug&play



What is unique about it? 

Flexibility
Customers hate lock-in effects 

open

interfaces
closed

interfaces
vs.

App platform 

for 3rd parties

flexible

apps
fixed 

function
vs.



Our customers: Industrial companies

Across all branches



Our average customer

Ø 5.8 GWh el. 

consumption

Ø 1.2 MW el.

peak demand

Ø 9 submeter:

6 el. + 3 gas

Ø yearly energy

costs > 1 Mio. €

Ø 2 relevant 

energy sources

∑ = 340 GWh under management



Why do they buy it?

ENERGY COSTS
Identification of consumer

CONTROLLING
Energy costs per unit

Value 

SAFETY
Grid control

IMAGE
Green label



Platform enables additional sales

+

Hardware just to kick-off the software

+=



What is the business model?

Energy efficiency

value

order

Offered to:

Factories

Value proposition:

Currently we only sell energy efficiency



What is the business model?

Access

Data

Information

value

order

Offered to:

Factories

Value proposition:

3rd parties

Energy efficiency

But it is merely the key for more 



We see…

Profiling synergies



We see…

Security of supply



We see…

Self generation potential 

Type 1

Type 3

Type 2



Become part of the ENIT Team



Contact us

enit-systems.com

twitter.com/ENITSystems

facebook.com/ENITSystems

youtube.com/ENITSystemsIT

Phone +49 (0) 761 4589 10 0

Mobile +49 (0) 172 84 502 84

kai.klapdor@enit-systems.com

Kai Klapdor / CFO


